Know a great grad from the Class of 2024? Tell Tulane Today!
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Tulane Today is accepting nominations of graduates for the publication’s annual Commencement profiles. (Photo by Paula Burch-Celentano)

Do you know a great 2024 grad from any of Tulane’s schools or at any degree level?

Members of the Class of 2024 embody the Tulane experience in many different ways. We are seeking nominations of graduates with inspirational stories to be featured in Tulane Today in the days leading up to the Unified Commencement Ceremony on Saturday, May 18.
To nominate a graduate for a Commencement profile, fill out this form with the graduate’s name, school, major, contact information and a few sentences describing why they should be profiled.

Selected students will be contacted for an interview and portrait and may have their stories published in Tulane Today.

The nomination period is open through Tuesday, April 2. Here are a few sample student profiles:

Business graduate took pandemic as ‘opportunity to grow’ in her field

SoPA student speaker and father paves the way for New Orleans youth

Senior played impactful role in School of Architecture’s transition during pandemic